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“Why Not You?” Prayer Meeting Sermon Notes (2/16/2022) 
By: Chaplain Michael Boddie II 

 
Main Passage: Luke 5:1-11 NASB 
 
Key Points: 

 The less we deserve God’s grace, the more qualified we are for it!  In other words, grace 

is getting what you do not deserve, and mercy is not getting what you do deserve.  

Therefore, if you could earn God’s blessings, then we would not have needed Jesus to die 

on the cross on our behalf.   

 Pride comes before a fall.  Therefore, the key to bondage is to depend on anything or 

anyone else more than God.  This means that the key to freedom, is to surrender to God.  

Some of us are dealing with anxiety, because we refuse to trust God.  Some of us are 

dealing with physical illness, because we refuse to follow God’s health laws.  Some of us 

have a long track record of broken relationships, because we won’t get with the person 

that God is telling us to get with.  Some of us are dealing with financial issues, because 

we won’t follow God’s principles of good stewardship. Etc… 

 Imagine what would have happened to Simon Peter’s life if he ultimately refused to 

follow Jesus because of his deficiency, insecurity, or any other reason?  He would not 

have experienced the victory and joy of becoming a fisher of men for the honor and glory 

of Jesus Christ!   

 Simon Peter and his friends were willing to leave their large and miraculous catch of fish, 

which was something that they labored and toiled for, because Jesus is not just a blessing.  

He is The Source of All Blessings.  The key to a victorious life in Christ is to accept and 

receive what He has done on our behalf.  Many people have reasons why they cannot or 

will not receive the abundant and eternal life that Jesus wants to give them.  However, by 
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the power of the Holy Spirit, it is time to stop fighting God and receive all that He wants 

to give us for His glory! 

 The following is a practical way to replace our negative thoughts with positive and true 

ones, so that we can receive the abundant and eternal life that God wants to give us. 

ABC’s of Cognitive Behavioral Therapy 
Romans 12:2 NASB: “ And do not be conformed to this world, but be 

transformed by the renewing of your mind, so that you may prove what the 
will of God is, that which is good and acceptable and perfect.” 

 
Activating Event [What initiated the thoughts or beliefs?] 

 

 

 

Belief(s) [What are you thinking about the situation?] 

 

 

 

 

Consequences [What are the results of what you thought about the situation?] 
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Game Changing Thought 
(Write a positive and true thought below to replace your negative thought(s), 

so you can experience the VICTORY that God wants you to have.) 
 


